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Union Time: Fighting for Workers’ Rights. Documentary film. Directed by
Matthew Barr. 69 minutes.

A stunning moment of d�ej�a vu hit me about forty-five minutes into viewing the
documentary Union Time, which charts the union organizing campaign at the
Smithfield Foods hog slaughtering plant in Tar Heel, NC. Many years ago,
Chicago packinghouse organizer Todd Tate told me that a turning point in the
Armour and Co. organizing campaign in the 1930s came when he and other
workers protested the heat levels in their department and demanded the com-
pany install fans. Workers sat down on the job when the company resisted, even
though the union did not yet have legal standing. The company gave in and
installed the fans, giving “a big boost to the power of the union,” recalled Tate.
“Guys said, if the union can do that, maybe I want to join.”

In Union Time, a strikingly similar episode is related by Terry Slaughter, a
union activist in the stockyards department that shackled the pigs brought by
truck to the plant. The only water available to workers was hot, kept in contain-
ers that pigs also drank from. After repeatedly asking for cold water, the workers
sat down in a planned action when their demand was again ignored. As halting
the flow of pigs into the plant would bring production to a halt, management
swarmed over the workers, issuing threats but failing to get them back to work
until they promised to permanently correct the conditions. The strike—closely
followed by other workers—forced Smithfield to emulate Armour’s concessions.
To defuse the protests, “they actually built us our own lunchroom, they put TVs
and refrigerators in there, vending machines,” Slaughter recalled; “I think that
right there really did something to the entire plant.”

This latter episode is only one of many of remarkably closely textured anec-
dotes related by workers and union activists in Union Time. Filming conducted
between 2006 and 2008, during the organizing campaign, allows viewers to see
many real-time key episodes of the union campaign that resulted in a victory for
United Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW) Local 1208. Subsequent oral rec-
ollections by shop floor activists, including commentary by the workers who
comprised the union rank and file, largely carry the narrative. Larger context is
supplied by UFCW staff member Gene Bruskin, who orchestrated the union
campaign, with limited intercession by narrator Danny Glover.

Union Time begins without drama or much of a hint of what will follow; a
more suggestive opening would have been desirable. It starts with narrator
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Danny Glover explaining the relocation of companies such as Smithfield to
North Carolina to take advantage of the area’s poverty and an environment in-
hospitable to unions; Glover’s explanations are interspersed with those of work-
ers and authorities (professors, lawyers, consultants) explaining the rough
working conditions for workers at the Tar Heel plant after it opened in 1992.
Anchored by chilling descriptions of the modern “drive” system that forced
workers to labor at a frenetic pace, we see how a union core formed, even as it
was unable to overcome determined—and often violent and illegal—company
resistance. There is a short historical section on the success of unionism in the
1940s, which is passably accurate but unfortunately does not draw on the abun-
dant oral histories of workers from that era, and diplomatically avoids calling at-
tention to the UFCW’s complicity in the virtual collapse of meatpacking
unionism in the 1980s and 1990s. This section of the film (the first twenty
minutes) moves slowly, relying too heavily on narration and commentary from
outside “experts.”

Once Union Time gets to the Justice at Smithfield campaign that com-
menced in 2006, the tone changes for the better. Interviews with workers and
union leaders, rather than outsiders to the union effort, drive the narrative.
Clearly the UFCW had learned a few things from its debacle in the 1980s and
failed efforts to recover in the 1990s; it invested heavily in a campaign that
combined aggressive shop floor organizing with an “air war” (public relations)
campaign targeting the Smithfield brand. The story moves back and forth be-
tween conversations with union activists describing how they won over black,
white, and Latino workers to video footage of organizers making house calls and
talking to workers in the company parking lot at shift change. The combination
is at times utterly absorbing, as the interviews provide personalized interpretative
context for the video footage shot several years prior to those conversations.
Periodically the documentary pulls back from this fly-on-the-wall perspective to
provide big-picture context from local union leaders and UFCW staff as they de-
scribe the campaign’s stages; since these interviewees were on the ground them-
selves, their observations do not have the stilted character of an outside
“authority” so often employed in documentaries.

A similar technique marks the documentary’s presentation of the commu-
nity and publicity campaign surrounding the organizing efforts. Union organizers
sought to buttress workplace initiatives by generating widespread community
support for the Smithfield drive, developing a collaborative relationship with
clergy, the NAACP, and Justice for Janitors—all represented by interviews with
key leaders of those constituencies. Those recollections are matched with docu-
mentary footage of community marches, leafletting campaigns, and events in
churches that give a real-time feel of what those efforts constituted. A particu-
larly effective montage surrounds union protests at the Smithfield shareholders
meeting in 2007. We see dramatic footage of a militant and spirited protest and
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then hear interviews with union activists who used proxies to enter the meeting
describing what they saw. Terry Slaughter vividly recalled how the demonstra-
tion’s noise prompted shareholders to look through the windows at the protest
and generated “an uproar” as they demanded Smithfield’s executives account
for the union’s complaints.

By the time the film gets to the representation election vote, I was glued to
the screen, held there by the dramatic pacing of the story. We see union activists
waiting for the vote results to come in and then celebrating once their victory
became clear, followed by interviews with many of the same people, recalling
their sensations and feelings at the union’s success. And once again, I had the
sense of d�ej�a vu when union activist Wanda Blue explained the union’s success:
“You’ve got to first get the fear out.” Without knowing it, she was echoing
Herbert March’s summary of what allowed Todd Tate and others to organize the
Chicago Armour plant sixty years earlier. “The whole job was breaking down the
fear,” March told me in 1985. And were he alive to see Union Times, he would
have nodded in agreement when Blue concluded, “After you get the fear out,
you’re good to go.”

Roger Horowitz
Center for the History of Business, Technology, and

Society, Hagley Museum and Library
doi:10.1093/ohr/ohy100
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